CHAPTER 22
Learning Independence — Four to
Six Months
Baby at Four Months. Once past three months, baby de-
velops rapidly in strength and intelligence and is an ever-increas-
ing joy. He now shows recognition of family faces and begins to
manifest a decided preference for mother, much to her delight.
It is the familiar face that brings from him a responsive greet-
ing and a gurgle of glee. The strange face he looks at rather un-
certainly, sometimes with evidence of fright,
At four months, baby weighs from twelve to fourteen pounds.
He may double his weight at four months, if he is a bouncer or
if his birth weight was a little low and he has been able, as he
often is, to catch up with the average normal baby. However,
to double his weight anywhere between four and six months is
considered normal. The baby that weighs sixteen or seventeen
pounds at four months is probably a little overweight, and will
often do as well on a little less rich food supply* Such a baby
as this would better be put on four feedings daily.
By four months or before, baby will hold up his head without
support, but he should not be allowed to do this too long at any
one time. He will reach for his toys, and show some sense of
proportion and direction, He will laugh aloud, and is altogether
a happy and jolly individual. He should have at least two daily
naps, be outdoors as much as possible, and continue on very
much the same program as outlined in chapters 20 and 21, The
principal differences are that he is awake more, and is more and
more cognizant of his surroundings. He is becoming self-reliant,
and is able to find more of interest in the things about him, with
gradually increasing powers of emotional response.
Fire Months Old, At five months, many a baby will make an
effort to sit alone, but there should always be plenty of support-
ing pillows. Baby's muscles are becoming stronger; and how he
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